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PROFILES IN INSIGNIFICANCE
RUFUS PICTURES
[Media Kit]

VEEPS: Profiles in Insignificance is the story of Bill and Wayne—two
middle-aged men in search of their American dream. Their lives at a disappointing stall, they see a shot at a mid-life redemption and grab it. They
follow the Vice Presidents as others follow athletes or rock stars. For years
they’ve plied their curious obsession alone, singing the praises of men who
won’t even sing their own. Eager and inspired, they hit the road followed by
a film crew eager to chronicle this offbeat but quintessentially American
narrative: A story of friendship and the shared dreams and passions of a
lifetime, it’s also a story that takes a turn neither Bill and Wayne nor their
camera-toting biographers could possibly foresee.
USA * 2012 * 76 minutes * Color * Video
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ABOUT THE FILM

VEEPS: PROFILES IN INSIGNIFICANCE
VEEPS is the story of Bill and Wayne—two middle-aged men in search of their American dream. With their
lives at a disappointing stall—both recently-divorced; in physical shape that verily screams of their poor
lifestyle choices; Bill works in a soul-crushing temp job; Wayne has found no traction in his bid to become
America’s most renowned courtroom sketch artist, and his substance abuse has landed him in in-patient
rehabilitation—they see a shot at a mid-life redemption and grab it.
Despite the ruins of the dashed hopes in their wake, they still believe in a modified version of what their
teachers always taught them: That any boy or girl in America can grow up to work for the Vice President of
the United States. For as long as they can remember, Bill and Wayne have been the biggest champions of
an office that has had none. They follow the Vice Presidents as others follow athletes or rock stars. For
years they’ve plied their obsession alone, plotting a Vice Presidential museum they can’t raise money for,
and singing the praises of men who won’t even sing their own.
But suddenly, amidst the backdrop of the historic 2008 Presidential election, the stars are aligning in their
favor, with their completion of the long-overdue Vice Presidential tome that will cement their reputations
as America’s pre-eminent Vice Presidential historians.
As they inch closer to finding the agent who they hope will make their literary dream a reality, an apparent
miracle opportunity lands at Bill’s feet: A well-meaning co-worker tells of a mysterious power broker uncle
who has procured jobs for lesser men and women with Vice Presidents of both parties—and, with his
nephew’s prodding, he could do the same for Bill.
Bill knows what this could mean for both him and Wayne: The prestige of a D.C. office, the ear of the next
Vice President, the next chapter in the second printing of their soon-to-be-published book, funds for their
museum perhaps? But mostly, it would mean respect, long overdue, for their passion, for the office, for
themselves.
Eager and inspired, they hit the road in search of their shadowy would-be benefactor, searching the human
swarm of the party conventions in Denver and Minneapolis, trailed all the while by a film crew eager to
chronicle this offbeat but quintessentially American narrative: A story of friendship and the shared dreams
and passions of a lifetime, it’s also a story that takes a turn neither Bill and Wayne nor their camera toting
biographers could possibly foresee.
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PRODUCTION NOTES

VEEPS: PROFILES IN INSIGNIFICANCE
The protagonists of VEEPS, Bill Kelter and Wayne Shellabarger, are two very real individuals, wonks in the
truest sense of the word, who may be America’s pre-eminent—and, perhaps, only—Vice Presidential
scholars. Though onscreen their obsession is often writ large for comedic effect, their passion is real, and
on full display in their book, Veeps: Profiles In Insignificance (Top Shelf Productions). This well-reviewed,
beautifully illustrated collection of offbeat stories of America’s Vice Presidents frequently ranks in
Amazon’s Top 50 political titles. As filmmakers, we’ve leveraged their genuine expertise and creativity into
a comedy of two friends on a doomed but endearing journey in search of their American dream.
Writing and preproduction began in 2007 with plans for shooting principle photography through the
tumult and electricity of what would become a historic U.S. presidential election in 2008.
The filmmakers chose to shoot Veeps: Profiles In Insignificance in cinéma vérité style, and imbue their
journey with an authenticity that would engage the viewer and join them in real time with Bill and Wayne
in their travelogue. Because the storyline carries our protagonists through the Presidential nominating
conventions in Denver and Minneapolis/St. Paul, the timing of the shoots was crucial. Missing this window
of historical opportunity would have meant waiting another four years to replicate, in a distant electoral
season of almost certainly less significance than the race to succeed the current departing President. They
feared not only missing a storied, watershed campaign, but that the passage of time and their limited
production budget would have consigned their story to the dustbin.
Production took place in an 18-day shooting schedule in the summer of 2008, in multiple cities across four
different states. In addition to shooting live at the conventions in Colorado and Minneapolis, the majority
of scenes were shot in the Pacific Northwest, including Portland, Hood River, and Beaverton, Oregon; and
Vancouver, Washington.
Using an all-volunteer cast and crew with many credentialed industry professionals, VEEPS is a unique
feature-length independent film, shot in High Definition with small format production equipment and
crews. The principles have attempted to bring to the screen a comic documentary amalgam of both
personal and popular favorites, from films like Christopher Guest’s Best In Show and Woody Allen’s Zelig,
to television efforts in the vein of Modern Family (ABC), Flight of the Conchords (HBO), Parks and
Recreation (NBC), and The Office (BBC and NBC).
Similar to the improvised styles of Christopher Guest’s films and Larry David’s Curb Your Enthusiasm, the
producers gave the actors the freedom to cultivate their characters and lines in the manner they felt
appropriate. From a baseline of essential narrative beats and character points, the talented cast played on
the originality of the production with a vigor that often upstaged the storylines.
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PRODUCTION NOTES

VEEPS: PROFILES IN INSIGNIFICANCE
VEEPS contains offbeat and amusing performances from an eclectic cast of misfits who draw us deeper
into the “insignificant” yet highly entertaining lives of our two heroes, following them as they confront
their unenviable realities, and take to the road to pursue a desperate but unattainable dream.
By design, VEEPS is determinedly non-partisan. The protagonists have a singular devotion to our Vice
Presidents and the Vice Presidency, regardless of ideology or political party. That point is only emphasized
further by the fact that Bill and Wayne can carry their very political passions through an often rabid
political landscape, and never once take a partisan political position of any kind.
The four primary filmmakers behind Veeps all have full time jobs outside the movie industry. For four
years, on evenings, weekends, and vacations, this film has been their devoted avocation and pastime.
They’ve nurtured it with care and enthusiastically debated every detail.
For the men of Rufus Pictures, this long, dedicated, serpentine road was all about a passion for filmmaking
and teaching one other how to make a unique, memorable feature length independent film.
To produce a high-quality, self-funded independent movie while managing full-time careers outside the
industry could only have been achieved with an expansive timeline. The shooting began during one
Presidential election and we’re nearing the goal of premiering our finished film as the nation prepares to
go to the polls again.
Bill and Wayne’s single-minded, encyclopedic Vice Presidential obsessions offer a narrative backdrop at
once unique, educational, and compelling, as their own performances are replete with detailed,
enthusiastically-shared anecdotes from over 200 years of U.S. Vice Presidential history.
Many of Bill and Wayne’s unconventional but entertaining history lessons are visualized by Wayne
Shellabarger’s hand-drawn illustrations. Wayne’s art is a key story-telling element that illustrates the many
peculiar stories behind our nation’s second-highest elective office.
[2/2]
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THE FILMMAKERS

VEEPS: PROFILES IN INSIGNIFICANCE
BILL KELTER * ACTOR: AS HIMSELF / EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Bill has harbored a passion for the margins of American politics since watching on
television the inaugural of the second, doomed Nixon-Agnew Administration when he
was home sick, and spending afternoons on breaks from his paper route, where he
learned that the most meaningful things you need to know about the American Executive
Branch can be found on the back pages of our newspapers, between ads for Earl Scheib
and Woolworth’s Semi-Annual White Sale. Retired from elective politics since the age of
19, Bill never misses an electoral season. Besides his own voluminous musings, he is the
author of Veeps: Profiles In Insignificance, with friend and artist Wayne Shellabarger,
and has contributed his observations on the American Vice Presidency to Politico and
Powells.com. Bill is a resident of Lake Oswego, Oregon, and a member of the Portland business community, where, unlike so many of his Vice Presidential heroes, he prefers to do his job quietly and without
public fanfare.
WAYNE SHELLABARGER * ACTOR: AS HIMSELF / EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Wayne’s illustrations have appeared in the San Francisco Bay Guardian, Plazm, the
Stranger, and the Top Shelf comics anthology. His work has been exhibited in Seattle
and Portland. I’m Totally Helpless, a book of his rock poster art, is available from Top
Shelf Productions. He lives and works in the San Francisco Bay Area.

MIKE LAY * CO-DIRECTOR / PRODUCER / EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Mike Lay’s job is juggling. Not the kind you’d find on a county fairground, with a man in
a bad suit tossing clubs, balls, machetes, and the occasional chainsaw in the air above
him, but one who keeps budgets, crews, production schedules, and talent whirling
overhead; always in complete control. That agility and mastery comes from more than 20
years of developing one’s craft. Mike produces award-winning commercial media for
major agencies and international corporate clients, specializing in video production for
global Internet, retail, and major events. Mike holds a Master’s degree in broadcast
media communications from Oregon State University and has been a freelance commercial producer and
director for the past 8 years. VEEPS is Mike’s first feature length film as producer and director.
BRETT WARNOCK * CO-DIRECTOR / EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Brett is the co-publisher of the graphic novel imprint Top Shelf Productions. In its 15
years the company has seen to fruition a plethora of award-winning projects by authors
such as Alan Moore (From Hell), Craig Thompson (Blankets), and Jeffrey Brown (The
Girlfriend Trilogy). Their books have garnered critical accolades from the likes of Time
Magazine, USA Today, Entertainment Weekly, the New Yorker, and the New York
Times Book Review. He lives in Portland with his son and cat.
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COLLABORATORS

VEEPS: PROFILES IN INSIGNIFICANCE
JOHN KILLEEN * ACTOR: MAX KNOTT
Bill Kelter finds his book agent, Max Knott, on the Internet and meets him in the flesh in
Knott’s cluttered walkup office in a Portland neighborhood with more than its fair share
of prostitution, drug, and domestic abuse arrests. A self-proclaimed pioneer in the
unknown field of “Method Agenting,” Max represents artists, actors, musicians, birthday
clowns, writers (or “Literarists” as he calls them on his website), and more. His devotion
to his clients is exceeded only by his willingness to represent anyone desperate enough to
seek his representation.
John Killeen has been acting in theater and film for nearly thirty years. In autumn 2010, he played the lead
in The 3rd Floor Theatrical Sketch Comedy Troupe’s original play Killing Time. He’s worked in such
venues as Stark Raving Theater (The Adding Machine, Detective Story), Lakewood Theater (Three Musketeers, The Musical Comedy Murders of 1940, A Flea in Her Ear), NW Children’s Theater, and Oregon
Children’s Theater (the world premiere of Small Steps), and spent many years at Portland’s Sylvia’s Dinner
Theater, (See How They Run, The Rainmaker, Moon Over Buffalo, Wait Until Dark, The Perfect Fool,
Lend Me A Tenor). John has produced and acted in a few short films, most notably Bullethead Joe, in
16mm black and white, shot by the late and great Dale La’Whon.
His most memorable film moment: Getting to arrest Martin Sheen as an undercover cop dressed as a
clown in Hear No Evil.
SHELLEY DARCY * ACTOR: STEPHI TUCKER
No stranger to acting and comedic improvisation, Shelley Darcy is a professional actor
playing the role of the divorced Bill’s newfound romantic interest, Stephi Tucker. With a
well of issues and eccentricities as deep as Bill’s, Stephi very nearly matches Bill’s Vice
Presidential obsession with her own passionate advocacy of female empowerment
through her self-founded women’s support group, “Daughters With an Axe To Grind”
(“DWATG”—pronounced, “Dwatga”).
Shelley has been studying and performing Improv Theater for over 20 years. Her
training includes Second City, The Groundlings, Improv Olympic West and Upright Citizens Brigade. She
can be seen on stage with Brainwaves Improv Comedy and as a frequent guest of the Brody Theater in
Portland, Oregon.
Shelley employs her improvisational training offstage with On Your Feet a company that promotes the use
of improvisation in the corporate world. She has worked with Nike, Intel, Mattel, Disney and GE sales
forces worldwide. In 2009 she started Super Project Lab, a non-profit organization that uses Improv to
teach life skills to at-risk populations.
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COLLABORATORS

VEEPS: PROFILES IN INSIGNIFICANCE
BILL LOVEJOY * ACTOR: BILL LIVESAY
Audiences will surely have a love-hate relationship with Bill’s co-worker, alleged friend,
and palpably reptilian provocateur, Bill Lovejoy. This charming, honesty-challenged
striver is portrayed by Bill Livesay, a former real life co-worker of star Kelter during
Veeps gestation period, in a workplace all too reminiscent of the soulless, cubicle gulag,
“Toddlerama,” where the two punch the clock in Veeps.
William Livesay currently resides in Portland, Oregon, while he pursues higher education both formal and informal. He lends his voiceover talent whenever solicited and creative input most
often not solicited. Depending upon his reception by the American moviegoer, Mr. Livesay’s acting debut
may also mark his retirement as a working thespian.
TIM MOXLEY * ACTOR: DR. WILFORD GRÜMER, PSY.D.
Tim Moxley plays Bill’s longtime therapist, Dr. Wilford Grümer. A poet in passion and
practice, Mr. Moxley is able to introduce some of his own verse into the film during a pro
forma interview about his relationship with Bill that deteriorates into an hours-long,
alcohol-fueled peroration that even the most ethically casual psychiatric authority would
concede violates a variety of doctor-patient confidentialities too numerous to count.
Co-Director Brett Warnock chose his longtime friend Tim for the role, simply because all
Tim needed to sell his character was to solely be Tim.
Timothy Patrick Moxley is a poet, storyteller, naturalist and inventor. He earned a B.A. in English Literature from a University that shall remain nameless and sits on the Board of Directors of the Native Forest
Council. He divides his time between New York and Oregon slaying corporate giants, writing children’s
books and defending human rights. He authored a children's book, Salad Days, with illustrations by Brett
Warnock
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COLLABORATORS

VEEPS: PROFILES IN INSIGNIFICANCE
TYSON WISBROCK * DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
A cinematographer of countless commercials and short films, Tyson is a sought after freelance Director of
Photography. Based out of Portland, Oregon, his short films and broadcast spots have screened across the
airwaves and festivals throughout the US.
DAN MORRIS * ADDITIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHY
When not at his mountain cabin chopping wood bare-chested, Dan Morris is an up-and-coming Director of
Photography in Portland, Oregon. In plying his trade, Dan has worked on horseback in the Yukon and on
numerous television series, with credits in feature documentaries and short films. When not behind the
camera, Dan has become an accomplished craftsman, working in wood, metal and leather.
JOSH POLLOCK * COMPOSER
Composer Josh Pollock has performed music all over the world, in his own bands, and in collaboration
with the likes of John Cale, Flea, the Japanese music collective Acid Mothers Temple, and European
psych/rock stalwarts Gong, amongst others. He is a prolific recording artist, having written, released
and/or played on over 20 records in the last 5 years, and an award winning theater composer. VEEPS is his
first feature film score, which he chose to arrange entirely from the unlikely combination of banjo and
Microkorg synthesizer.
DREW CANULETTE * SOUND DESIGNER
Music recording and creative sound design has been Drew Canulette's passion for the past 30 years. His
ears and unique audio engineering talents have been a sought after by musicians and film and video
producers worldwide. Drew manages and is the lead sound engineer for Dogfish Sound. He has piloted
studio based and live recording projects with artists Nirvana, SoundGarden, Stevie Wonder, Neil Young
and Crazy Horse, Red Hot Chili Peppers, Chick Corea, Steve Bartek and Danny Elfman, and several film
scoring projects for the Seattle Symphony. Most recently Drew's sound design and music composition
skills can be heard in broadcast and corporate productions for clients such as Nike, Adidas, Intel, Xerox,
Lowes and Netflix.
JIMMY CHUNG * EDITOR
An editor who has worked in post production houses and media firms on both coasts Jimmy Chung is
currently based out of Portland, Oregon with his wife and two kids. He received his Master’s degree from
NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts and is a skilled Avid and Final Cut editor who primarily works with
commercial and corporate marketing video projects.
DUSTY McCORD * EDITOR
A jack-of-all-trades filmmaker Dusty McCord does it all. When he’s not making his own short films or
helping run Portland’s largest monthly film festival, Attack of the Flix, he’s developing and creating media
for Nike. Dusty has a degree in media production from Evergreen University. Not only was Dusty one of
VEEPS editors, he also provided additional camera support and animation work.
[3/3]
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FULL CREDITS

VEEPS: PROFILES IN INSIGNIFICANCE
DIRECTED BY

MIKE LAY
BRETT WARNOCK
BILL KELTER
MIKE LAY
WAYNE SHELLABARGER
BRETT WARNOCK
TYSON WISBROCK
DAN MORRIS
JIMMY CHUNG
DUSTY McCORD
MIKE LAY
JOSH POLLOCK
DREW CANULETTE
BILL KELTER
WAYNE SHELLABARGER
BRETT WARNOCK
BILL KELTER
WAYNE SHELLABARGER

PRODUCED BY

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
B-CAMERA / 2ND UNIT
EDITING
PRODUCTION MANAGER
MUSIC COMPOSED BY
SOUND DESIGN
STORY BY
ADDITIONAL WRITING & ART
CAST (in order of appearance)
WAYNE SHELLABARGER
BILL KELTER
CATHERINE KELTER
DR. WILFORD GRÜMER
BILL LIVESAY
ED SCHLEGEL
MAX KNOTT
NARRATOR
STONER KID
JAKE W. MORRIS
SNAKE
MARKET GIRL #1
MARKET GIRL #2
MOTEL RECEPTIONIST
THURGOOD HANRAHAN
GRETA TRANCHE
TV NEWS FIELD REPORTER
RICK SUNDLINE
STEPHI TUCKER
MAN ON THE STREET
FOLK SINGER STACY
FOLK SINGER KEN
BOOKSTORE PATRON
BOOKSTORE PATRON
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HIMSELF
HIMSELF
HERSELF
TIM MOXLEY
BILL LOVEJOY
JIM MARTIN
JOHN KILLEEN
ORSON PIGEON
BRANDON BARNHILL
HIMSELF
CHRIS O’CONNOR
CASANDRA GAMM
SUMMER HATFIELD
SHEETAL PATEL
ROB HARRISON
CANDI MENCHESTER
CHRIS FAUX
RON HARMAN
SHELLEY DARCY
ROB DELANY
VANESSA VESELKA
STEFAN JELUSCO
DYLAN RUARK
SHANNON RUARK
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FULL CREDITS

VEEPS: PROFILES IN INSIGNIFICANCE
CREW
SOUND MIXER
ADDITIONAL CINEMATOGRAPHY

MEDIA MANAGEMENT TECH
MAKEUP
SET DECORATOR
ELECTRICIANS
GRIP
PRODUCTION COORDINATOR
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
CATERING
CRAFT SERVICES
COLOR CORRECTION
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS

POST PRODUCTION SERVICES
RESEARCHER

DREW CANULETTE
SHAWN MEYLE
CHRIS GEGAX
MIKE LAY
DUSTY McCORD
SHAWN SUNDBY
ROBERT J. THOMAS
BRIAN BALDWIN
BLAKESLEY CLAPP
DUSTY McCORD
LINDSEY DiRUSCIO
MEGAN SEDEY
RON SKRASEK
BRIAN GRUBB
JOE PAULETT
CANDI MENCHESTER
BRANDON BARNHILL
BRIAN BALDWIN
MEGAN SEDEY
MAGGIE’S BUNS
COLLEEN LAY
JAKE BUFF
DANNY RUBYONO
BRIAN BALDWIN
CHRIS HACKETT
ROBBIE JOHNSTONE
BRADLEY MARKS
DUSTY McCORD
CENTRAL PLANNING, LLC
RACHAEL LEE
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[Right to Left: Mike Lay, Brett Warnock, Wayne Shellabarger, Bill Kelter]
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VEEPS: PROFILES IN INSIGNIFICANCE
[REVIEWS OF THE BOOK]

"I never thought there was anything funny about our vice-presidents, until I read Veeps, a welcome,
often hilarious respite from the tedium of national politics."
—Howard Zinn, author of A People's History of the United States
“Holy cow, did I ever enjoy reading Veeps: Profiles in Insignificance... a snarky, thorough look at the
foibles and missteps of the vice presidency from John Adams to Dick Cheney. I had no idea how
completely comic the office has been through the years.”
—Cory Doctorow, Boing Boing
“Veeps is a great read. I loved it, and couldn’t put it down until it was finished. It’s also a greatlooking book, with fantastic art and a sweet design... And don’t neglect to check out the index, which
might be the greatest index in the history of books.
—Anthony Bergen, Dead Presidents
“Bill Kelter’s book contains short bios of all the men who made it to the nation’s second-highest office,
and a few who didn’t. The author is excruciatingly fair-minded about giving every No. 2 his due.
Utterly forgettable veeps such as Rufus King and Nelson Rockefeller get as many pages as John Adams
and Thomas Jefferson... A thorough reading of this book is practically guaranteed to boost your
Jeopardy! scores.”
—Jeremy Lott, the Washington Times
“[Veeps] features a gorgeous black and white portrait of each VP—think of Charles Burns' illustrations
in The Believer to envision Shellabarger's awesomeness—and humorous illustrations throughout (see
the unused, McCain/Palin graphic here to get a taste for Shellabarger's style). Kelter and Shellabarger
worked in tandem to create a handy reference guide to men often forgotten by history, while at the
same time underscoring all the reasons they were forgettable in the first place. A startlingly high
percentage of these men seem to have either been drunks upon being nominated or fell into alcoholism after confronting the inherent boredom of the office. The ones who weren't alcoholics mostly just
wanted an easy job... Now that I know all of this, I wish I'd had loftier goals growing up. I'd have made
a fantastic do-nothing Vice President.”
—Casey Jarman, Willamette Week
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Bill and Wayne take their case to
the people to right an egregious
wrong in America’s designation
of federal holidays.

Bill deep in scholarly toil, researching
Veeps: Profiles in Insignificance, his and
Wayne’s definitive tome on the
American Vice Presidency.

An unapproved early morning visit
to the links presents Wayne with a
challenge to his generally estimable
golf handicap.

Bill Kelter orates a seminal address
on busing from America’s 39th Vice
President, Spiro Agnew, for a midday
audience of Wayne Shellabarger
and nonplussed passers-by.

Mike Lay accompanies Bill and Wayne
for a photo opportunity with discarded
Democratic National Convention
signage.

On the eve of his ascent to the
national stage, Bill spends a private
moment rehearsing the iconic
historical addresses of his most
revered American Vice President.

